Coliseum Mountain

My first hike with Central Alberta Mountain Club was a blast! On the drive there, me and fellow car
mates spotted a young black bear on the highway! Yay! Then we arrived at Mt. Coliseum trailhead.
After beginning the hike we encountered a lovely creek which we all crossed successfully!! A good
start, then we were hiking up many switch backs on somewhat moist terrain. Increasingly a thick
fog started to descend, making for some surreal ghostly sort of photos.

About an hour and a half into the hike we came upon quite a bit of deep snow banks on the trails.
We had to be careful while hiking on these banks as one could stay on top of them most of the time
as much of it was hard packed but watch out if you hit a soft spot! I did many times, and once had
my foot and leg stuck and had to dig out. Thanks to my co-hikers for assisting!! Everyone broke for
lunch and then we continued up to the false summit.

The fog was quite dense and the snow as well. There were some unusual rock formations at the
false summit which were very interesting. The path at this point was increasingly difficult due to
snow cover as we had to sort of hike in slippery shale as the snow covered the main trail. As a group
we all decided not to continue on to the real summit, due to the fog, the snowy conditions, possible
avalanche condition, and the fact that we likely wouldn't be able to enjoy the view at the top due to
the mist. So back we went, and when we got back we all went to a quaint little café in Nordegg
called the Miner's café to have some amazingly delectable pie!! I felt refreshed from this hike and
my pedometer said 16kms at the end of the day so how awesome is that!! Thanks for a great time
fellow hikers.

Warm Regards,

Holly

